
 

 

 

 

A BATTLE REPORT ON THE CONFLICT 

BETWEEN THE BRAVE SONS OF DORN 

AND THE PUTRID HERETICS OF THE 

DEATH GUARD 

 

  



Armies: Imperial Fists VS Death Guard 

Game Size: 2000 points 

Game Mode: Front-Line Warfare (CA 2019) 

Deployment: Hammer and Anvil 

Rules: 8th Ed + 9th Ed Hybrid Preview 

 

Deployment 

 





 

  



Round 1 – Imperial Fists 

Having caught the defending Death Guard Companies by surprise, the Relic Leviathan 

Dreadnought, Judge Dregnut unloads both its dual storm cannon arrays into an unwary 

Plagueburst Crawler, reducing it to a putrid wreckage. He shouts his battlecry - “I AM THE 

LAW!”. In the skies, the Stormraven Gunship screams towards the enemy frontline, gunning 

down a number of loathsome Poxwalkers as it nears the dropsite. 

 

 

  



Round 1 – Death Guard 

Sensing a mortal threat approaching, the dread Daemon Princess Fy’onna, armed with the 

revolting Epidemicyst Blade, springs into action and intercepts the Stormraven in an attempt to 

bring it down. However, the pilot deftly weaves around the fell Daemon’s attacks, leaving it 

cleaving nothing but thin air.  

At the same moment, the ground forces start to awaken. A Blight-Hauler’s daemon-guided 

melta shot manages to hit the Stormraven. The other Plagueburst Crawlers regurgitate toxic 

slime through their Plaguespitters in a joint effort to hit the Stormraven, but to no avail-the 

Stormraven is simply too fast a moving target. 

 

ROUND 1 SUMMARY 

Imperial Fists 2VP – 1 VP for First Strike, 1 VP for Objective 

Death Guard 1VP – 1 VP for Objective 

  



Round 2 – Imperial Fists 

Having reached the dropzone, the Stormraven switches to hover mode and unloads its 

passengers – A Librarian, 5 Terminators and a Chaplain Dreadnought. 

While the Blight Haulers are distracted trying to hit the Stormraven and the recently dropped 

marines, Judge Dregnut seizes the opportunity and unleashes another withering round of storm 

cannon fire into them, for he is the judge, jury and executioner. 

The results are catastrophic. 2 Haulers succumb to the massive amount of firepower. In its 

death throes, one Hauler explodes and showers its surroundings with corrosive viscera.  

With the Stormraven now hovering, it unloads its entire armament into Fy’onna, who was 

rapidly closing in. The Daemon Princess darts and pirouettes with unnatural agility, avoiding 

most of the bolter fire before finally reaching the Stormraven and cleaving it in twain with her 

putrid blade. 

Spurred on by the sacrifice of their fellow brothers, the Terminators and Dreadnought charge at 

the hateful daemon engines. The Dreadnought lands multiple blows onto a PBC, but they all 

bounced off its armor, coated with warp pollutants. This must be the work of the Ironclot 

Furnace carried by the Poxmonger Daemon Prince Warlord, Sh’rekk. The last Hauler was not as 

protected however, as the Terminators rain heavy blows, damaging it. 

 



The Sons of Dorn face off against the Poxmonger Daemon Engines 

  



Round 2 – Death Guard 

Shortly after, ominous lights descend from the sky-teleportarium beams. Ferrymen Blightlord 

Terminators arrive on the battlefield with dull thuds onto the blood-soaked earth. The Death 

Guard Chaos Lord, Dhonki the Vexatious joins them in battle, stealthily flanking as the battle 

began. He is armed with the Wormspitter, a bloated bolt pistol that fires shells which burst in 

showers of Daemon maggots. Dhonki plays a key role in the battle-any target hit by his 

daemonic pistol is weakened as the maggots spew corrosive rustpox all over them. 

Soon after they arrive, a mysterious cloud of flies surrounds the Blightlords, making it hard to 

pick them out from the frenzied Poxwalker mob gathered in front of them. Dhonki tags the 

Intecessors with Wormspitter. Following up from behind the cloud, the Blightlords raise their 

Combi-plasmas, the compound eyes and keening whispers of countless daemonic flies helping 

to guide their aim. Without mercy, all 10 of them unleash overcharged plasma at the Intercessor 

squad, cutting all of them down like wheat before a scythe. 

On another flank, Fy’onna plunges her blade into the Librarian separated from his brothers. 

 

ROUND 2 SUMMARY 

Imperial Fists 5VP – 3 VP for Objectives 

Death Guard 4VP – 3 VP for Objectives 



Blightlords teleporting in 

  



Round 3 – Imperial Fists 

On the battlefield, the Apothecary revives a Centurion that was previously felled by a PBC 

mortar. With a silent nod, the Centurion rejoins his brothers to continue the fight. 

After witnessing his whole Intercessor squad being cut down by the Blightlord Terminators, the 

Captain orders the Centurions to clear out the mass of Poxwalkers acting as their living shields. 

With grim resolve, their bolters start firing without end. The resulting carnage leaves countless 

mangled bodies in their wake, finally stilled by bolter fire. Before long, only the Blightlords 

remained, inexorably marching forward with malicious intent. 

The suffocating aura of malice is felt even by Judge Dregnut. He diverts his attention from the 

Daemon Engines towards the Terminators instead. Once again, he unleashes his terrifying 

firepower of dual storm cannon arrays. 

However, on that fateful moment, the Blessings of Nurgle must have been upon the Blightlords, 

for they only suffered one casualty from the deadly salvo, which would have utterly decimated 

lesser men. “Court… is still in session”, he grimly murmured. 

Near the enemy’s base, the Terminators and Chaplain smash a PBC to smithereens. However, it 

too blows up as a final act of defiance, mortally wounding the Chaplain, killing 2 Terminators 

and wounding its own Warlord. 

 



Round 3 – Death Guard 

Crazed with bloodlust after 2 kills, Fy’onna hurtles towards Judge Dregnut. Gibbering madly, 

the last Hauler follows its master. 

The Blightlords pull back to a more advantageous position, as to avoid being shot at by the 

intimidating wall of Centurions. 

Exposed and out in the open, the brave Terminator and Chaplain Dreadnought are gunned 

down by the Plague Marines overwatching the battlefield. Once again, Dhonki tags Judge 

Dregnut with Wormspitter. Overcharging their Plasma, the Blightlords split their shots, killing 

off a few Tactical Marines and heavily damaging Judge Dregnut. Invoking his Duty Eternal, 

Judge Dregnut managed to shake off the brunt of the attack. 

Soon after, the gibbering Hauler smashed into Judge Dregnut. While he was momentarily 

distracted, once again Fy’onna raised her blade, and sundered the ancient relic with the help of 

the blade’s corrosive juices. With his final breath, he gasped “Court… is now adjourned”. 

 

ROUND 3 SUMMARY 

Imperial Fists 8VP – 3 VP for Objectives 

Death Guard 7VP – 3 VP for Objectives 



Plague Marines on overwatch 

 

  



Faceoff between Fy’onna and Judge Dregnut 

  



Round 4 – Imperial Fists 

Despite the falling of Judge Dregnut, the Sons of Dorn maintain their composure through 

worsening odds. One unit of Centurions pour their fire into the advancing Blightlords, but only 

manage to cut down 2 of them. Ignoring their fallen kin, they continue their inexorable march. 

Gloating over her newest kill, Fy’onna lords over the smoldering wreckage of Judge Dregnut. 

The other unit of Centurions unload all their firepower in an attempt to lay low the foul beast. 

Her arrogance proves to be her downfall, as the massed bolter fire hit their mark and she is 

banished to the warp with an anguished scream of hate. 

The Captain charges the Hauler and strikes it, but his blows glance off its armor. The Hauler 

then gnashes apart the 2 Scouts blocking its path to the objective. 

 

  



Round 4 – Death Guard 

In an all too familiar scene, Dhonki tags one unit of Centurions. The accursed maggots splash 

against their armor, squirming with glee. The Blightlords combi-plasma coils glow menacingly, 

before unleashing their deadly payload and cutting the entire squad down. 

2 Tactical Marines still valiantly defend the objective, but to no avail as Dhonki sets his eyes on 

them and caves their skulls in with his power maul, hee-hawing all the way.  

Enraged by the death of his partner, the Daemon Prince Warlord Sh’rekk abandons all reason 

and bursts out of his bodyguards’ protection. In a savage act of reprisal, he cuts down 2 of the 

Centurions that returned Fy’onna to the Warp. 

 

ROUND 4 SUMMARY 

Imperial Fists 11VP – 3 VP for Objectives 

Death Guard 10VP – 3 VP for Objectives



The Sons of Dorn make their final stand 

 



Round 5 – Imperial Fists 

As the battle nears its brutal end, the remaining conflicts are short, yet still deadly. The Imperial 

Fist Captain slays Sh’rekk in a round of hand-to-hand combat. His victory is to be short-lived, 

however, as the Blightlords are still stomping their way towards the remaining survivors. 

He will continue fighting until the bitter end. 

  

 

  



Round 5 – Death Guard 

The sounds of plasma fire echo through the air, as the Captain and Apothecary are slain. 

In a surprising burst of speed, the Blightlords suddenly charge towards the lone Centurion and 

hack him to death with their axes. 

While the Sons of Dorn fought valiantly, they could not overcome the unnatural resilience of 

the Death Guard in the end. 

   

ROUND 5 SUMMARY 

Imperial Fists 13VP – 1 VP for Objectives, 1 Slay the Warlord 

Death Guard 16VP – 5 VP for Objectives, 1 Slay the Warlord 

 

RESULT: MINOR DEATH GUARD VICTORY 

 


